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Abstract.
We construct some linear error-correcting codes on fibred surfaces. Estimations of their parameters are also given.
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1. Introduction
In1 (see also2 and3 ), Goppa constructed a subclass of linear error-correcting codes,
known nowadays as Algebraic-Geometric codes, by using the geometry of a given smooth
projective curve which is defined over a finite base field k. His geometric construction
enabled generalizations of the Reed-Solomon codes for which the parameters satisfy the
Singleton Bound (see Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.1). A spectacular use of the construction
is the one given by Tsfasman, Vladut and Zink in4 to provide codes with parameters
which are above the Gilbert-Varshamov bound.
In this work we construct Algebraic-Geometric codes by using the geometry of fibred
surfaces. Here a surface X is said to be fibred if there exists a morphism from X to the
projective line such that a fiber is absolutely irreducible and smooth of genus g. For the
convenience of the reader, we will recall some facts about codes, see for instance5 and.6
Throughout, k is a fixed finite field having q elements, a linear error-correcting code is
any subvector space C of kn for some positive integer n. The dimension of C as a vector
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space over k is called its dimension and n is referred to as its length.
On the other hand, kn is naturally endowed with a norm, called its weight function
leading to the so called Hamming distance on kn :
a weight of a vector v in kn is nothing than the number of nonzero coordinates of v. The
minimum distance of a linear error-correcting C is by definition the minimum of weights
of nonzero vectors in C . For simplicity, we refer to a linear error-correcting codes of length
n, dimension k and minimum distance d as an [n, k, d]-code. The length, the dimension
and the minimum distance of a linear error-correcting code are its parameters.
Recall that the parameters of a given [n, k, d]-code could not take any values, they satisfy
the Singleton Bound:
Lemma 1.1. For any [n, k, d]-code, the following inequality holds:
d ≤ n − k + 1.

Remark 1.1. A Reed-Solomon code is a [q − 1, q − d, d]-code, hence its parameters are
optimal for the Singleton Bound.
The following is a simple illustration of how to use the geometry of a surface to obtain
codes, it follows the idea of Goppa construction:
Theorem 1.1.
Let X be a fibred surface defined over a finite field k of cardinality q . Then there exists an
Algebraic-Geometric code C intrinsically associated to X of length n, minimum distance
d = n − N and of dimension 2, where n = N (q + 1) and N is the number of k-rational
points on a fibre.
Proof. Consider the complete linear system |D| giving rise to the natural morphism from
X to the projective line (see7 ), we have h0 (X, OX (D)) = 2. Let P1 , . . . , Pn be the number
of k-rational points on X , it follows by evaluating the global sections of OX (D) on the
points P1 , . . . , Pn , that there exists a linear map ϕ : H 0 (X, OX (D)) → kn .
Since a global section of OX vanishes only on N points, we deduce that the weight of
an element of the image is equal to n − N , hence the minimum distance of C is equal to
n − N . On the other hand, since the number of the k-rational points of the projective line
is equal to q + 1, it follows that the number of k-rational points of X is N (q + 1).
Here using the morphism associated naturally to a fibred surface X , we construct codes
with good parameters.
Theorem 1.2.
Let X be a fibred surface defined over a finite field k of cardinality q . Let D a divisor
whose complete linear system gives to X the structure of a fibred surface. Then for a fixed
positive integer a < N , where N is the number of k-rational points on a fibre, there exists
an [n, k, d]-code whose parameters satisfy the followings:
1. n is equal to N (q + 1),
2. k is the dimension over k of the vector space of global sections of the invertible sheaf
OX (aD),
3. the minimum distance d is larger than or equal to n − a(q + 1).
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Proof. Use the same strategy as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 by considering the evaluation map associated to the divisor aD and to the n = N (q + 1) k-rational points of
X.
Remark 1.2. The idea of constructing codes as it is shown in the proof of Theorem
1.1 will be explored to construct other codes on some projective surfaces with concrete
applications in a forthcoming paper.
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